
The ISIS I Puzzle & Adventure 
  
The ISIS is an interactive mind puzzle which involves players having to open an alloy ball  
which is constructed in layers and covered in hieroglyphics.  
  
Each ISIS is unique and requires a different 
combination to open it.  
 
Crack the combination and you'll reveal a 
special key inside, which has a number 
stamped on it.  
The key will open one of  the ISIS golden 
pyramids which are hidden in secret locations 
throughout Europe.  
Each pyramid contains a gold coin worth £500 
and a number of  silver coins worth £20 each! 
 
The ISIS Adventure is a race against time, 
players will be able to get clues from the 
games' website  
to help them in their quest to unlock the mystery and f ind the hidden treasure.  
This is the first in a series of 5 ISIS puzzles to be launched, each presenting more advanced and 
challenging stages than the previous one. 
 
"The ISIS is the result of years of research and development and is completely original. There are 
literally millions of combinations and the game promi ses to challenge the most astute and intellectual 
of minds. Once you pick one of these things up, it becomes a real obsession and you just can't put it 
down until you crack the code....but that may never happen!"Andrew Reeves (creator) 
The ISIS is engineered out of a high quality alloy and is beautifully presented in a solid wooden box 
with a high polish finish. 

 
solve the puzzle - unlock the reward 

Crack the combination (if you're up to i t!) and you will reveal a special key inside, which has a unique 
serial number stamped on it.  
The key will open one of  the ISIS golden pyramids which are hidden in secret locations throughout the 
UK.  
Each golden pyramid contains thousands of pounds - a gold coin worth £500 and a number of silver 
coins worth £20 each. 

But there is more !: 

The Search for the Free ISIS 
 
In different places in the Benelux and all over Europe we have hidden special coins or ISIS's 
Each month we will hide one or more free ISIS  puzzles.  
Our free entry, gives everyone the chance to take part in the Isis Adventure.  
No purchase is necessary, and registration is not required. Just released Germany, Austria and 
Switserland. 
 
The ISIS 1 will be available through Pro-Idee in Germany, Austria and Switserland  
 
Are you ready for the ISIS ADVENTURE ? 
  
For more information contact:  
Mike Verdugt  
Phone: + 32 (0) 473 53 99 68  
 
http://www.isisadventure.be     http://www.isisadventure.com 
 
 


